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I. Introduction

T
he design of the atmospheric ascent-flight control system of a launch vehicle is a very difficult task that requires

careful consideration of different aspects such as aerodynamic instability, structural flexibility of the vehicle

(characterized by bending modes), challenging environment (high dynamic pressure and wind gusts) and wide variation

of the flight parameters (due to the fast propellant consumption and the rapid launcher dynamic changes). This control

problem has traditionally been addressed using the gain-scheduling approach whereby a number of linear designs are

performed along the atmospheric flight envelope at distinct operational points (e.g. every 10 seconds) and then a

scheduled global controller is obtained by interpolating the different linear designs.

Different from the industrial standard practice, NASA opted for considering adaptive control functionalities in

the development of the Space Launch System (SLS) rocket [1, 2]. The novelty of the SLS architecture is that

the classically-designed gain-scheduled baseline controller is augmented by an adaptive control law, which provides

minimal adaptation under nominal conditions but results in recovery actions for off-nominal conditions, and thus

extending the safety envelope of the mission. The benefits of adaptive augmenting control have successfully been

demonstrated by NASA in flight tests on a F/A-18 aircraft [3] and more evolved SLS adaptive algorithms are being

considered to increase its simplicity and enhance the capabilities of the augmentation [2]. Nevertheless, due to the

dynamical variation of the system (in time and parameters, e.g. mass/center-gravity/inertia) and especially to the

nonlinear character of the adaptive augmentation control laws, there are no formal techniques capable of producing

equivalent analyses to the classical linear stability margins used by industry to verify and validate a design. The

current state of practice for verifying adaptive-based controllers is based on nonlinear, time-domain simulations (with

high-fidelity models), but nonlinear stability analysis techniques have been explored [4–6].

This article presents the application of two adaptive augmentation control laws to the atmospheric flight of the
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VEGA launcher. The proposed adaptive laws are based on the two NASA’s SLS adaptive approaches presented

respectively in [7] and [8], but with the important distinction that in here they augment a baseline controller [9]

obtained using a robust technique (specifically the structured H∞ technique [10]). This distinction is important to

assess a widespread expectation that the use of a robust baseline controller could result in limitations on the benefits

from using adaptive laws (i.e. specifically on their capability to address off-nominal conditions). Towards this goal,

this article also provides detailed insight on the adaptive laws’ adaptive mechanisms, tuning, implementation, and

their verification and validation (V&V). The latter includes testing, in the VEGA high-fidelity non-linear simulation

framework, extreme test cases as well as performing Monte Carlo campaigns with extended uncertainty ranges. The

V&V also includes analyzing the effect of the adaptive action on the classical stability margins, and then verifying this

analysis using nonlinear time-domain stability margin assessment techniques [5].

This article is organized as follows. Sec. II briefly describes the VEGA launch vehicle, its nonlinear simulator,

and the robust structured H∞ controller used as baseline for the adaptive augmentation schemes. Sec. III presents the

adaptive augmentation architecture as well as the proposed adaptive control laws and their tuning process. Then, in

Sec. IV, the resulting adaptive controllers are analyzed and evaluated, and finally Sec. V presents the conclusions.

II. Robust Control Design for the VEGA Launcher

A. VEGA launcher and nonlinear simulator

VEGA (Vettore Europeo di Generazione Avanzata) is a European small launch vehicle developed under the

responsibility of ESA and with AVIO as prime contractor. VEGA is a single-body launcher that follows a four-stage

approach. Each stage is controlled using a Thrust Vector Control (TVC) system to provide attitude control for pitch

and yaw axes, and a Roll Attitude Control System (RACS) for roll axis. This work focuses on the atmospheric flight,

which is mainly controlled by the TVC system (the RACS only acts if the roll rate is over a certain threshold, which is

typically not violated [11]).

The high-fidelity, nonlinear 6 Degrees-of-Freedom simulator used in this work was developed by AVIO. It is

tailored to only simulate the atmospheric phase, but it was demonstrated to be equivalent in fidelity to the official V&V

simulator used in the VEGA program [12]. It is implemented in Matlab/Simulink using protected blocks and compiled

code due to proprietary reasons, except for a block named "GNC C-code", which can be accessed to modify the control

designs (see orange block in Fig. 1). For the interested reader, this simulator is further described in [12, 13]. In this

article, all the simulations and designs are performed using the actual VEGA 5Cℎ flight mission (VV05) data.

B. VEGA robust baseline controller

The robust controller used in this work as baseline for the adaptive control schemes is briefly presented here. It

was designed using the structured H∞ synthesis technique [10], which allows to design controllers with a defined
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Fig. 1 VEGA high-fidelity simulator – Simulink implementation

structure and/or state order within the H∞ robust control design optimization framework. The synthesis process can be

generally divided into three main steps: 1) controller definition as tunable parameters; 2) weighting function selection

to impose the control objectives; and 3) design optimization. The capability of optimizing the controller gains while

keeping the controller structure fixed is a valuable feature for industrial applications, where it is important to have

a good understanding of the role of each element of the controller. This also makes the scheduling and controller

implementation simpler (i.e. high-frequency poles can be avoided from the design stage, and there is no need to apply

a posteriori controller reduction methods).

Due to space limitations, the reader is referred to [9] for details on the structure and synthesis of the robust controller.

Nonetheless, a brief description is given below and it is highlighted that a strength of this baseline arises from the

simultaneous parametrization and optimization of the rigid-body controller and bending filters. This joint design

simplified the synthesis process and reduced the tuning effort while addressing well-known limitations in launcher

control (specifically, wind disturbance and parametric uncertainties).

The TVC structure of the robust baseline design (see Fig. 2) is based on the actual VEGA TVC control system

architecture [14]. The controller receives as inputs the attitude error k4 and the lateral deviations (both in position I4

and velocity ¤I4) with respect to the reference trajectory, and then calculates the nozzle deflection V2 required to track

the guidance commands. The controller is composed of 4 gains ( ?k
,  3 k ,  I and  ¤I ), a pseudo-derivative 1BC -order

filter �2(B) which computes the attitude rate error signal ¤k4, and a bending filter �3(B) to notch the first bending mode

and attenuate upper ones. The resulting joint controller has a total of 15 states, and as for VEGA, the rigid-body gains

and bending filter �3(B) are scheduled using non-gravitational velocity. The comparison between the classical VEGA

VV05 mission controller and the presented robust structured H∞ design showed that the latter yielded much improved

performance and robustness across the most important launcher metrics [9].
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Fig. 2 VEGA TVC Robust Baseline Control Architecture

III. Adaptive Control for the VEGA Launcher

This section describes the adaptive augmentation control structure, the two adaptive control laws considered, and

their design tuning process.

A. Adaptive augmentation control structure

The adaptive control architecture used in this work is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a generic launcher system (and is based

on [7]). This control scheme relies on a baseline controller (embedded in the GNC block) designed to guarantee stability

and performance requirements for the specified mission uncertainty range and assuming no abnormal conditions (such

as for example, faults, larger than expected uncertainty values or severe weather effects). The GNC block is then

augmented by an adaptive layer (highlighted in blue in Fig. 3), which aims to extend the safety mission envelope of the

launcher.
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Fig. 3 Nonlinear simulator with adaptive augmentation control structure
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As can be observed in Fig. 3, the adaptive layer modifies the actuation channel by multiplying the controller output

V2 by the adaptive signal a0. The latter is a filtered version of :) , which is the adaptive total loop gain produced by

the adaptive control law. In this configuration, the adaptive contribution should be minimal under nominal conditions

(:) ≈ 1). However, under unforeseen extreme conditions, the adaptive control law will increase or decrease :) to

prevent loss of vehicle. The adaptive blocks in the blue area of Fig. 3 are described next.

B. Adaptive control laws

In this sub-section, two different adaptive control laws proposed by NASA in [7, 8] are discussed, together with the

modifications proposed for their application to VEGA.

1. NASA’s adaptive control law A

The first control law was presented by NASA in reference [7] based on the adaptive augmentation architecture

presented in Fig. 3. In this law, the adaptive total loop gain :) is composed of a fixed gain :0 and an adaptive gain :0:

:)

︸︷︷︸

Total loop gain

= :0

︸︷︷︸

Minimum total loop gain

+ :0

︸︷︷︸

Adaptive gain

(1)

It is stressed that the allowable values of :) must be constrained to prevent the adaptive action from causing

instability in the system. For instance, the adaptive action should not decrease the total loop gain to the extent that

the system becomes unstable at low frequencies. Similarly, :) should not be increased freely because it would yield

a very low gain margin at high-frequencies, possibly causing also instability. In practice, these (saturation) limits are

enforced using the two gains in Eq. 1, :0 and :0. The former sets the lower bound for the adaptive total loop gain (i.e.

:0 = :) <8=), while the latter varies according to the following first-order ordinary differential equation:

¤:0 = :44A
2

︸︷︷︸

Adaptive error

−
:0

:0<0G

:44A
2

︸          ︷︷          ︸

Logistic damper

− :B3:0HB

︸    ︷︷    ︸

Spectral damper

− :V (:) − 1)

︸        ︷︷        ︸

Leakage

(2)

Eq. 2 exhibits four different adaptive mechanisms: the adaptive error, which increases ¤:0 driven by the error signal

4A ; the logistic damper, which limits the adaptive action by imposing an upper bound :0<0G; the spectral damper,

which aims to suppress the effect of undesired high-frequency dynamics in the actuation channel; and the leakage,

which is an adaptive feature that seeks to counteract any adaptive action leading :) towards unity. These four terms

are explained in detail in [7, 13].

2. NASA’s adaptive control law B

The second adaptive control law [8] is a first evolution of the one presented above and was implemented and

successfully flight tested by NASA on a F/A-18 fighter jet, see [3].
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The adaptive control law is given in Eq. 3. It is immediate to observe that this control law is directly formulated in

terms of the adaptive total loop gain :) instead of the adaptive gain :0 . This modification simplifies the implementation

while providing a closer connection between the actual control law implementation and its final output, i.e. by avoiding

the use of Eq. 1. In addition, this adaptive law does not include the logistic damper term, which as described before was

used to constrain the allowable values of :) . Instead, the (upper and lower) limits on :) are now imposed directly by

using two saturation functions, ?ℎ8 (:) ) and ?;>(:) ), which are applied respectively to the adaptive error and spectral

damper terms.

¤:) = ?ℎ8 (:) ):44A
2

︸           ︷︷           ︸

Adaptive error

− ?;>(:) ):B3HB
︸           ︷︷           ︸

Spectral damper

− :V (:) − 1)
︸        ︷︷        ︸

Leakage

(3)

The two saturation functions are given in Eqs. 4 and 5. Both expressions depend on the current value of :) , its

range limit values (i.e. :) <8= and :) <0G) as well as two extra parameters: � and n –which help define the profile of

the saturation functions. The rationale behind ?ℎ8 (:) ) and ?;>(:) ) will be further discussed in Sec. III.C.

?ℎ8 (:) ) = 1 −

(

1 + 4G?

[

�

(

1

�
log

( n:) <0G

1 − n:) <0G

)

+ :) <0G − :)

)]
)−1

(4)

?;>(:) ) =

(

1 + 4G?

[

�

(

1

�
log

(1 − n:) <0G

n:) <0G

)

+ :) <8= − :)

)]
)−1

(5)

3. Modifications for application to VEGA Launcher

• Modified adaptive control law A

The modified adaptive control law A is given in Eq. 6. There are three main differences with respect to the

adaptive control law from Sec. III.B.1. The first one is related to the error signal 4A . In NASA’s law, it is

determined by a linear relation of the attitude tracking error and its rate (both computed by a second-order

reference model). For the VEGA launcher application, initially this approach was also adopted but using a

linear parameter-varying attitude reference model [13] since VEGA’s control system does not receive attitude

rate commands, recall Fig. 2. But this is changed now to use the actual tracking error signal, i.e. 4A = k� #( −k2 .

The reason to use this formulation is that the tracking error signal provides sufficient information to the adaptive

law to increase the system response, while resulting in a simpler implementation (since it avoids the use of a

reference model, which would require modeling and validation effort). It is noted that the use of a reference

model has the downside of potentially resulting in critical mismatches (if the model does not capture the actual

nonlinear system behavior), but that if properly modeled or if updated on-board (for example, to include fault or

weather effects as in [15]) it could be most beneficial.
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¤:0 = �4
!%:44A

2

︸      ︷︷      ︸

Adaptive error

−
:0

:0<0G

�4
!%:44A

2

︸                ︷︷                ︸

Logistic damper

− :B3:0HB

︸    ︷︷    ︸

Spectral damper

− :V (:) − 1)

︸        ︷︷        ︸

Leakage

(6)

The second difference is the use of a low-pass (LP) filter �4
!%

in the adaptive error and logistic damper terms,

see Eq. 6. This LP filter is included in VEGA in order to smooth the evolution of the adaptive term, which was

found to exhibit very high-frequency fluctuations for some of the analyzed nonlinear test cases, see Fig. 6a.

The third difference is that the adaptive augmentation law is activated using a transition filter, see Fig. 3, to

reduce initial transients. For VEGA, the activation is done at t=15 s to avoid the vertical flight phase as well as

the beginning of the pitch-over manoeuvre, this means that a0 = 1 for t<15 s. At the activation time, Eq. 6 is

initialized with a starting value :0 (0) = 0.5 and, instead of using a discrete switch between the initial a0 = 1

and the output from the adaptive law :) , the following second order interpolation is implemented to provide a

smoother transition (U is the step response output of a second order system):

a0 = U(:) − 1) + 1 (7)

More complex dwelling times and interpolation schemes are possible but the choice in here was driven by the

need to avoid activation transients while providing simplicity of implementation.

• Modified adaptive control law B

The modified adaptive control law B is given in Eq. 8. As before, the adaptive error term is also modified in here

by using a LP filter �4
!%

to smooth the high-frequency fluctuations observed in the error signal 4A . In addition,

the modified adaptive augmentation also includes the transition filter described before but in here to initialize

directly Eq. 8 by setting :) (0) = 1 so that :) = 1 when the adaptive augmentation is activated.

¤:) = ?ℎ8 (:) )�
4
!%:44A

2

︸                  ︷︷                  ︸

Adaptive error

− ?;>(:) ):B3HB
︸           ︷︷           ︸

Spectral damper

− :V (:) − 1)
︸        ︷︷        ︸

Leakage

(8)

C. Adaptive Control Law Tuning

In preparation for the tuning process, both control laws are implemented in the nonlinear simulator presented in

Sec. II.A. The implementation follows the adaptive architecture shown in Fig. 3 with the robust design described in

Sec. II.B as baseline controller.

In a first step, the upper and lower limits of :) are determined. These bounds are chosen based on the (low- and

high-frequency) stability gain margins of the closed-loop system, without the adaptive layer and in nominal conditions.

In this regard, the robust baseline controller achieves±6 dB of nominal rigid-bodymargins along the atmospheric phase.
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Thus, to preserve the robustness characteristics of the system, :) should be bounded as :) <8= = 0.5 and :) <0G = 2.

This choice leads in turn to the following gains for the adaptive control law A: :0 = 0.5 and :0<0G = 1.5; for the

adaptive control law B, it leads to the saturation functions illustrated in Fig. 4. It is clear from the figure that ?ℎ8 (:) )

becomes zero as :) approaches its maximum gain, which sets the adaptive error term to zero in turn preventing further

increase of :) . Similarly, ?;>(:) ) is defined so that it cancels the spectral damper term as :) approaches its minimum

gain.

0.5 1 1.5 2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
?
;>
,
?
ℎ
8

Adaptive total loop gain :)

?;>(:) ) ?ℎ8 (:) )

Fig. 4 Saturation functions for the modified adaptive control law B

In a second step, the spectral damper filters are obtained using Bode plots and system information. The high-pass

(HP) filter �B3
�%

is designed to focus on the actuation channel components above the launcher rigid-body bandwidth,

while the LP filter �B3
!%

is tuned to smooth the spectral damper signal HB . Both filters are chosen as second order, and

their frequency responses are depicted in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Bode plots of the spectral damper filters

As aforementioned, the adaptive error term was found to exhibit very high-frequency fluctuations for some test

cases, which are then propagated to the total loop gain :) . This behaviour is shown in Fig. 6a, and it can be removed
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by using the filter �4
!%

given in Fig. 6b and obtained following the above discussion (although in this case a more

aggressive shaping using a fourth-order filter was necessary to remove the high-frequency components in 4A while not

altering its low-frequency behavior). The equivalent simulation to that of Fig. 6a, but including �4
!%

, is given later

on in Fig. 9a (Section IV.A). If both of these figures are compared it can be observed that the oscillatory behavior is

effectively removed from the adaptive error term and the adaptive law’s output :) .
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Fig. 6 Adaptive error filter tuning

The next tuning step focuses on the remaining gains in Eqs. 6 and 8, which are associated to the adaptive error,

spectral damper and leakage terms: i.e. :4, :B3 and :V respectively. Since there is no systematic approach to tune

these three gains, in this work they are selected in a heuristic manner by following a two-step tuning process. Starting

with the values given in reference [7] (i.e. :4 = 500, :B3 = 50000 and :V = 0.05), the aforementioned three gains are

first tuned using a nominal, no-wind simulation test case from the VEGA benchmark (defined by setting all uncertainty

flags to their nominal values as well as setting the wind disturbance to zero). This first tuning step is performed in

order to find the gain values required to ensure minimal adaptation in (close to) nominal conditions. Subsequently,

the obtained gains are re-tuned using the same nominal values for the uncertainties but now an estimated wind from

the actual VEGA VV05 mission flight. In this case, the gains are adjusted to balance the contribution of the adaptive

error with respect to the spectral damper and leakage terms. Note that no other test cases are considered for the tuning

process to avoid tailoring the design to a specific off-nominal scenario (as well as to reduce the tuning effort, which

becomes unmanageable when more test cases are used).

Table 1 shows a summary of the final set of parameters for the modified adaptive laws A and B. Note that both

adaptive control laws present the same :4, :B3 and :V gains. This is ascribed to the fact that both adaptive control laws

use the same mechanisms (i.e. adaptive error, spectral damper and leakage) to carry out the adaptive action and they

only differ in the way the saturation of :) is formulated. Note also that the same spectral damper and adaptive error

filters shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are used for both VEGA adaptive control laws. All the filters are discretized before their
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implementation in the VEGA benchmark by using a Tustin transformation based on the GNC VEGA sampling time.

Table 1 Adaptive control law gains

Adaptive control law A Adaptive control law B

Saturation
:0 = 0.5 :) <8= = 0.5, :) <0G = 2

:0<0G = 1.5 � = 100, n = 0.1

Adaptive error :4 = 200

Spectral damper :B3 = 5000

Leakage :V = 0.25

IV. Verification and Validation Results

This section analyzes and compares the performanceand robustness of the two modified VEGA adaptive controllers

(robust baseline plus adaptive layers). Due to space limitations the V&V results presented focus on a specific extreme

test case and on a Monte Carlo campaign with an extended uncertainty range. As previously mentioned, all the analyses

are performed using the nonlinear, high-fidelity VEGA simulator described in Sec. II.A.

A. Verification: Extreme Nonlinear Test Case

This nonlinear test case aims to evaluate the mechanisms of the modified adaptive laws and explore their extended

safety envelope capabilities. This is assessed by increasing the level of uncertainty beyond the specified range for the

VEGA VV05 mission, in this case up to a level of 140% (i.e. all the VEGA nonlinear simulator flags are set to -1.4

beyond their normalized range of [-1, 1]). The wind profile used is the estimated wind from the VEGA VV05 flight.

Fig. 7 illustrates the system responses for two key performance metrics: the attitude error and the TVC actuator

deflection. A first observation from any of the subplots in Fig. 7 is that the robust baseline controller by itself (black

line) results in Loss of the Vehicle (LoV)∗ around t=75 s. This was expected as the baseline controller was not designed

for such extreme uncertainty levels.

The LoV is avoided by the two adaptive-based enhanced schemes, albeit with increased oscillations with respect to

its nominal behaviour (see the wider band from approximately t=60 s onward). This is further investigated by looking

at the TVC actuation, see Fig. 7c and its corresponding zoom. Note that the adaptive laws avoid the LoV by limiting

the magnitude of the TVC, but that this results in a limit cycle behaviour. This highlights among the disadvantages

of adaptive control approaches, that standard analysis techniques maybe misleading. More appropriate are non-linear

analysis techniques which are often not readily available in a industrial setting while being complex to apply. In this

case, the frequency of the oscillations corresponds to the perturbed first bending mode. Note also that the adaptive

controller B presents smaller amplitude oscillations than law A. This suggests that the use in the adaptive law B of

∗In this work, LoV is defined as occurring when the attitude error reaches 6 degrees in any of the axes, at which moment the VEGA simulator

is stopped (this allows to better visualise the results for the critical LoV cases).
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Fig. 7 Nonlinear attitude and TVC actuator responses

saturation functions (i.e. ?ℎ8 (:) ) and ?;>(:) )) results in a less constrained saturation formulation with respect to

control law A, which uses :0 and the logistic damper term for saturation purposes.

To better understand the previous results and have better insight on the different adaptive laws’ mechanisms, the

adaptive total loop gain :) (per axis and for the two adaptive laws) is shown in Fig. 8. Note, as aforementioned, that

the adaptive law B provides overall more adaptive action than law A –especially, in this case, for the pitch axis. With

respect to the adaptive saturation mechanisms, and focusing on the pitch axis for ease of examination, Fig. 8 shows

that beyond t=60 s the :) value reduces to, but stays away from, the :)<8= limit which results in the reduction in

TVC actuation that ultimately avoids the LoV. This behaviour is also indicative of the ability of both adaptive laws to

detect and prevent high-frequency (HF) components in the actuation channel (i.e. the magnitude-limited oscillations

in Fig. 7c). The latter observation is confirmed in Figs. 9 and 10, where the adaptive terms’ contribution per adaptive

law is analyzed. Notice that this HF action is detected by the adaptive control laws through the spectral damper terms
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(dash-red), which leads to a reduction of the total loop gain :) in both axes. This fast :) reduction happens before

t=60 s, which is when the baseline controller (without adaptive augmentation) started to oscillate prior to the LoV.
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Fig. 9 Adaptive control law A analysis

All the previous analyses were based on nonlinear, time-domain responses, which provided good insight on the

adaptive laws (its mechanisms, advantages and disadvantages). Nonetheless, it is always better to perform, if possible,

more formal and standard stability analyses in order to ensure and guarantee the adequate behaviour of the control

system. The industrial standard practice is to analyze the stability at different flight instants through a set of linear gain

and phase margins at different crossing frequencies as shown in Fig. 11a: the low-frequency and high-frequency gain

margins (LF-GM and HF-GM), the delay margin (DM), and the flexible-body gain and delay margins (GMf and DMf).

In preparation for this linear stability analysis, the launch vehicle model and controllers are linearized at t=60 s,

which is the instance when the baseline closed-loop starts exhibiting instability. Specifically, the launcher linear model
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Fig. 11 Linear stability analysis

is built using: the state-space representation presented in [16], and the numerical data directly extracted from the

nonlinear simulator at the indicated flight instant. The linear adaptive controllers are obtained by multiplying the

linear robust controller model by the corresponding adaptive law’s total loop gain at t=60 s (extracted from Fig. 8b:

:�
)

= 0.7196 and :�
)

= 0.5777). The resulting Nichols plots are given in Fig. 11b, and they show that the baseline

(solid black) presents very low DM and HF-GM but a very high "bump" around the first bending mode region (to the

left of the 0 degrees phase). On the other hand, the adaptive controllers provide better rigid-body DM and HF-GM

margins while also better gain/phase-attenuation of the first bending mode. Specifically, the adaptive law A increases

approximately the HF-GM by 3 dB with respect to the baseline, whereas the adaptive control law B improves it by 4 dB.

Indeed, this figure highlights the underlying basis of the adaptive augmentation action; i.e., by reducing the total loop

gain :) then the closed-loop system achieves better stability properties and can prevent the loss of vehicle.

The previous stability analysis can be verified using nonlinear time-domain margin assessment techniques [5]. This
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analysis consists in adding an artificial constant gain at the output of the controller (in both pitch and yaw planes)

for the non-adaptive closed-loop nonlinear simulation (i.e. those using only the baseline controller). This fictitious

gain is activated at t=60 s and the aim is to evaluate how much it must be varied to prevent LoV. Due to this discrete

activation a small transient is caused, but its effects are negligible for the purposes of this analysis. Fig. 12 depicts the

TVC actuator deflections for 5 different gains. The first gain is set at 0 dB (i.e. gain of 1) and as expected it shows the

LoV. Then, for each subsequent simulation the gain is decreased by 1 dB. For the gain at −1 dB (orange line), the LoV

is already avoided although the TVC deflection still presents large oscillations. More importantly, the gains at −3 dB

(blue) and −4 dB (grey) result in similar responses to that in Fig. 7c for respectively, the adaptive laws A and B. These

results are in very good agreement with the linear analysis from Fig. 11 which predicted improvements of 3 and 4 dB.
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Fig. 12 Nonlinear time-domain stability margin assessment

B. Validation: Monte Carlo Campaign

In this subsection, the performance and robustness of the three closed-loops (baseline, adaptive A, adaptive B)

are evaluated via a Monte Carlo (MC) campaign of 500 random runs. For all the runs, the VEGA simulator uses

the estimated wind from VV05 flight but each run uses a different dispersion (chosen randomly following a uniform

distribution) of the uncertain parameters. The same vector of perturbations is used for the three closed-loops in order

to enable comparison. The use of a uniform distribution results in a more challenging validation campaign that those

using Gaussian (such as in [13]). Further, the uncertainty flags of the nonlinear simulator are allowed to vary now in

the interval [-1.3, 1.3], corresponding to an enlarged uncertainty level of 130%.

Two figures are presented to exemplify the MC analysis. The first one shows the TVC deflections (at lane A),

Fig. 13, while the second presents the &U responses, Fig. 14. Looking at either figure the advantage of using an

adaptive-based enhanced controller is clearly seen since for the extended uncertainty range used there are 12 LoVs

(indicated with darker lines) for the baseline but none for the adaptive controllers. Examining the baseline’s LoV cases

in detail, not shown here due to space limitations, it was found that they were caused by uncertainty combinations
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yielding a significant reduction (≈ 20-27%) of the first bending mode frequency. This is precisely the same critical

condition as for the extreme test case of Sec. IV.A.
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Fig. 14 Monte Carlo campaign: &U responses

Looking at Fig. 13, it is noted that both adaptive controllers present similar responses, except for: slightly larger

peaks for the adaptive law B around t=[40-65]s, and higher amplitude oscillations for the adaptive law A from t=70 s

onward. The same behaviour can be observed in Fig. 14, where the results seem to indicate that the adaptive law A is

better (as there are less number of&U limit’s violation, 4 versus 14, and of smaller magnitude). This is in opposition to

the results obtained in Sec. IV.A, and it is just a reflection that for adaptive systems (as well as any other controller) it is

always necessary to perform a sufficiently rich MC campaign for their validation and not just a selected set of extreme

cases. The observed&U violations can be ascribed to two reasons: the severe uncertainty set-up of the validation MC

campaign (i.e. 130%), and the lack of a direct adaptive &U-attenuation mechanism in any of the two adaptive laws

used in here. The &U violation cases obtained from the MC validation campaign could be used to tune subsequently

the gains of the adaptive laws, but as aforementioned, the more tuning cases used, the more difficult the tuning becomes

(and there are never guarantees that they will result in improved results for a different MC campaign). Finally, is

interesting to observe that the LoV cases exhibited by the baseline produce very high aerodynamic loads, which would
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cause severe structural damage to the vehicle (thus, the definition of LoV used in this work was appropriate).

V. Conclusions

This article describes the design, application, and analysis of two adaptive-based enhanced controllers for the

atmospheric ascent-flight control system of the VEGA launcher. Both adaptive controllers use a common augmentation

control architecture, which enhances the action of the robust controller used as baseline resulting in an extended safety

envelope capability in dispersed and abnormal conditions. The proposed adaptive schemes are based on two of NASA’s

adaptive control laws for the Space Launch System launcher, but both are modified to: simplify their implementation,

address initial transient issues, and be applicable to the VEGA launcher.

The results show, via verification of a nonlinear test case as well as Monte Carlo campaigns’ validation (all using

an industrial-level, nonlinear, time-domain simulator of VEGA), that the two adaptive augmentation control laws can

successfully prevent loss of vehicle in severe abnormal conditions (in this case, given by a very enlarged range of

uncertainty). It is also shown that the second adaptive control law, referred to as law B, is more aggressive than the

first adaptive control law A, as it provides faster variations under the same verification conditions. This aggressiveness

resulted in degraded&U performance as observed in the Monte Carlo campaigns.

The article also provides detailed insight on the underlying adaptive mechanisms by reconciling classical control

concepts such as linear stability analysis with the adaptive action. The main drawback seen in this work for the

application of adaptive schemes comes from their tuning complexity, since there is no systematic adaptive design

framework, as well as the more difficult analysis of adaptive laws. A comparison of linear stability analysis and

a nonlinear, time-based, gain-margin stability approach is presented to exemplify the latter issue. The results, for

this benchmark and adaptive laws, show very good agreement indicating that the used nonlinear, time-based stability

approach could be a good direction of research for the future.
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